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Background
Service quality and user experience are vital for online service systems.
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Background
Due to the large scale and complexity of online service systems, service
failures are inevitable.

It is time-consuming to
manually examine each
alert to diagnose the
real failure

A service failure
•
•
•

Many components
A huge amount of
monitoring data
dependency

Alert storm

Therefore, to facilitate the assurance of the service quality, understanding and
handling alert storm are very essential.
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Case Study
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• Database server down.
• NBANK cannot receive data and
generate alerts.
• Other services (HKNBANK, CEMB )
calling it also generated alerts.
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Empirical Study
Observations
1
A large amount of
alert data
from a large
commercial bank
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Alert storm occurs frequently (about
once a week) and brings great trouble
to engineers in practice.

The current practice of identifying
alert storm is just to set a fixed
threshold, which cannot fit the
dynamic environment.
Some alerts in alert storm are
irrelevant to the failure, and also
many alerts relevant to the failure
have certain correlation
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Approach
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Approach
Alert Storm Summary
1

2

Learning-based alert
denoising

Clustering-based
Alert Discrimination

• Anomaly detection
problem
• Features: alert attributes
• Isolation forest

• Similarity measurement
• Textual similarity:
Jaccard distance
• Topological similarity:
graph path
• Clustering
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Representative Alert
Selection
• Pick the centroid of each
cluster
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Evaluation
Dataset: 166 alert storm cases from the real world
1

EVT-based approach can detect alert storm more accurately compared with the
traditional threshold-based method, achieving the F1-score larger than 0.9.
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Alert storm can reduce the number of alerts that engineers need to examine by larger
than 98%, and accurately recommend representative alerts related to the failure.
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Evaluation
3

Two major components of alert summary are effective and outperform other baseline
methods.
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Our alert summary approach can achieve a relative short response time, which is userfriendly for engineers.
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Conclusion
1

To better understand the alert storm, we conduct the first empirical study to
investigate alert storm based on the large-scale real-world alert data.

2

We propose a novel approach to handling alert storm, which can detect the
alert storm accurately and recommend a small set of typical alerts to engineers
from the numerous alerts.
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The experimental results show that our approach is indeed effective in both alert
storm detection and alert storm summary.
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